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4TH GRADE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL CLASSROOM1 
NORTH FLORIDA  
Debbi Hubbell, a Center for School Improvement Teacher Inquirer, taught 4th grade in a rural 
elementary school located in North Florida. Intrigued when her principal offered the opportunity to 
engage in teacher inquiry as a part of staff development at her building, Debbi decided to look closely 
at one of her teaching passions--reading. Debbi knew that one of the best predictors of performance 
on Florida’s yearly standardized test, the (Florida Comprehensive Assessment Test [FCAT]) was 
reading fluency, and that research has shown a direct correlation between fluency and 
comprehension. She wanted to help her students become more successful in reading and perform 
better on the FCAT.  
Worried about seven students she felt were at risk and less fluent than others in her class, for her 
research, she decided to introduce the rereading of fractured fairy tale plays to these seven learners 
to see if this activity might increase reading fluency. As common for at risk learners, at the start of her 
research, these seven students were engaged mostly in more traditional skill building activity.   
To gain insights into her wondering, “What is the relationship between my fourth graders’ fluency 
development and the reading of fractured fairy tale plays?” Debbi collected three forms of data. First, 
Debbi administered Dynamic Indicators of Basic Early Literacy Skills (DIBELS) at different time 
periods throughout her research. DIBELS are a set of standardized, individually administered 
measures of literacy development. They are designed to be short fluency measures used to regularly 
monitor the development of pre-reading and early reading skills. Debbi also took anecdotal notes each 
time she utilized fractured fairy tale plays with these fourth grade students, documenting their 
reactions, engagement, and Debbi’s assessment of their fluency development with each rereading of 
a play. Finally, Debbi relied on student work or artifacts as a third data source, asking her students to 
write “Dear Mrs. Hubbell” letters, telling her about their perceptions and experiences with the fractured 
fairy tale unit of study.   
Debbi analyzed her data by charting student DIBELS scores over time, organizing and reading 
through her anecdotal notes, and student produced artifacts. Based on her data, Debbi was able to 
make three statements about what she learned as a result of her research. First, all students DIBELS 
scores improved over time. Second, the reading of fractured fairy tale plays generated enthusiasm for 
school and learning. This student improved at least by a grade or more in each subject. Third, positive 
social interactions occurred between students who previously had difficulty communicating in a 
positive way.    
As her action research progressed and Debbi’s data indicated the academic, social, and emotional 
value of fractured fairy tales, Debbi began implementing fractured fairy tale plays with her entire class, 

                                                
 
 

1 Vignettes from 
Bracewell, M. 2008. The “Forgotten Factor” in the Inclusion Equation: What Effect Does the Inclusion Environment Have on the 

Reading Achievement of Eighth Grade Language Arts Students? In D.C. Delane & S.B. Hayes (Eds.) Improving Florida 
Schools Through Teacher Inquiry: Selections from the 2007 Teaching, Inquiry, and Innovation Showcase. Gainesville, FL.: 
Center for School Improvement and North East Florida Educational Consortium, pp. 239 – 240. 
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in addition to the seven learners who were the focus of her inquiry. Debbi shared what she learned as 
a result of her inquiry into the relationship between the reading of fractured fairy tale plays and the 
fluency development of struggling fourth grade readers at the Center’s annual Teaching, Inquiry and 
Innovation Showcase, receiving solid feedback on her inquiry from other teachers (Hubbell, 2005).  
Next, Debbie shared her inquiry at a faculty meeting in her school. Her inquiry served as the impetus 
for her school to develop school-wide fluency objectives and engage in dialogue to assess existing 
reading practices in her school and district (Dana & Yendol-Hoppey, in press). 
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LAKE BUTLER MIDDLE SCHOOL 
Lake Butler, Florida 
 
Mark Bracewell, principal of Lake Butler Middle School in Lake Butler, Florida, learned a great 
deal from his action research exploring the ways a newly implemented inclusion model in his  
middle school affected regular education students. As a principal, Bracewell confronted tensions  
between: (1) his knowledge of research that touted the implementation of an inclusion model as an  
important setting for special education students; (2) two teachers on his staff who were interested in  
trying the model; and (3) parents and other teachers who were suspicious about how this model  
would affect regular education students in the inclusive classroom. 
 
Bracewell used action research to gain insights into how this model was playing out at his school 
and what he, as principal, could do to foster it as an effective practice. He learned that the regular 
education students placed in the inclusive classroom performed as well or better than their  
counterparts on various measures of student achievement. 
 
In addition, by surveying students in the class, Bracewell learned that contrary to popular belief, the  
regular education students in the inclusive classroom didn’t feel inferior because they were in a  
class with two teachers. Rather, students reported they felt fortunate to have two individuals from  
whom they could learn. 
 
Finally, by interviewing and observing the regular education and special education teachers who 
teamed to co-teach this class, Bracewell discovered that teachers teaming in an inclusion model  
need more time to plan what they are going to do. 
 
Through action research, Bracewell gained valuable insights into the ways co-teaching between a 
special education and regular education teacher might play out in the classroom. He used the  
knowledge he gained through this inquiry to inform and educate other teachers on his faculty who  
were interested in co-teaching, and adjusted the schedule to allow more time for co-teachers to plan  
together. In the absence of Bracewell’s action research, faculty enthusiasm for inclusion might not  
have received the administrative nurturing necessary for this innovation to expand and grow. 
 

  
 
Click on any of the sites below for more examples of how schools are implementing Action Research projects:  
http://www.aasa.org/content.aspx?id=12826  
 
http://education.ufl.edu/webapps/csi/search/index.php?pid=905&dc 
 
http://www.coe.ufl.edu/web/?pid=907 
 
 
 


